
 

Teaching and learning - Second semester 2020/21 
 

Regulations for the management of macro-groups of DII students who will participate in 

the face-to-face lesson (MAP) and in remote telematic mode (MAT) - II semester a.y. 

2020/2021  

 

By 2/10/2020 the students of DII who intend to participate to classroom lessons must register in 

the ‘in person’ attending macro-groups (MAP), by filling out the form on the website 

 

https://webapps.unitn.it/Apply/it/Web/GoHome/mos/verpres2020dii  

 

Failure to fill in the online form by the deadline indicated will be considered as an option of the 

student to distance learning in purely telematic mode (MAT) and therefore authorization to 

access the buildings of Povo Fabio Ferrari 1 and 2 will not be granted. 

 

The macro-groups of students who intend to follow the activities in person (MAP) will be 

organized in weekly shifts. The goal of this organization will be to maximize the number of 

weeks of attendance in presence for each student. 

 

Students will be authorized by the DII (top-down) to access the buildings of Povo Fabio Ferrari 1 

and 2. The dates and time intervals of stay at the buildings will be specified in the authorization. 

Students are advised not to go to Povo outside the weeks in attendance assigned to them. They 

will use the UniTrentoApp platform (https://unitrento.app/ ) by scanning a QR code for the 

validation and self-certification operations at the entrance (check-in) and at the exit (check-out) 

from the buildings. 

 

The list of authorized students is established on the Friday preceding the week of authorization. 

Authorized students receive an e-mail of authorization and see the authorization in the 

UniTNapp on their mobile phone.  

 

The Department can carry out random controls inside the buildings to check if the student has 

an entry permit and have checked in. For this purpose, the receipt of the authorized entry on the 

UniTN COVID app must be shown upon request. Students who are inside the buildings without 

being authorized can be excluded from teaching activities in presence for the rest of the 

semester and can be reported for a possible disciplinary procedure. 

 

Attendance of the lessons is not mandatory, but to ensure optimal use of the spaces, the shifts and the 

activities in presence, those who enroll in macro-groups in presence (MAP) are required to 

communicate their intention not to participate in the lessons at the teaching delegate prof. Vigilio 

Fontanari by e-mail vigilio.fontanari@unitn.it by the Friday before the formation of the lists of 



 

authorized people for the following week. Authorized students who remain absent without justification 

will be penalized in defining the lists for the following weeks and, if the unjustified absences are too 

frequent, they will be automatically transferred to the purely telematic macro-group (MAT). 

. 

The student of a macro-group in presence (MAP) who decides during the semester to pass to 

the telematics macro-group (MAT) is invited to promptly communicate her/his decision to allow 

optimal management of the macro-groups in presence ( MAP). 

 

The student who, after the closure of the time window for completing the application form, later 

in the semester, wishes to be included in the presence macro-group (MAP), must send a 

justified request to the teaching delegate prof. Vigilio Fontanari by e-mail 

vigilio.fontanari@unitn.it . The acceptance of the request will be subject to the residual 

availability of classroom seats. 


